
TUTORIAL

OVERVIEW

This tutorial will take you through the procedure for setting up LUMBERJACK: the Groups, the Filters, and
producing Reports. The tutorial assumes you are familiar with standard Microsoft Windows conventions. To use
LUMBERJACK, you will need your own Log On name and password; this will be set-up during your training.
Thereafter, your system administrator will issue them.

CONVENTIONS: To make reading easier, we have adopted the following short form style, for example:

Click on Reports>Group means go to the menu bar, select Reports, and from the drop-down menu that
appears select Group. This will open the Group Set-up window. This can be done with
either the mouse or by using hotkeys (see below).

Anywhere you see a word / words inside square brackets [ ], for example: [Add], this represents either a Command
button within a window or a key on the keyboard..

HOTKEYS: In all Windows menus you will see that one of the letters of each menu choice is underlined. Where this
is shown, you can use the keyboard to navigate around the screen instead of the mouse. Just hold down the [Alt]
key and press the underlined letter - [Alt]+[r] will access the Reports menu - this will have the same effect as
clicking the mouse button over the name.

PROMPTS AND BALLOONS: The prompts are displayed in the Status bar at the foot of the LUMBERJACK screen; this is
interactive with the position of the mouse pointer. Hold the mouse pointer over the text box or over the drop-down
arrow - the prompt will appear in the status bar. Where there is no prompt line, balloon help boxes have been
provided.

ABOUT THE TUTORIAL

This tutorial will use the base reports that are set up on a new installation, and will show you how to manipulate
them to get the information you want to see.

All reports are generated from the Reports Setup screen. Once set-up they can either be run straight away, or
scheduled to run later at a specified time and date. (See Scheduler, Reference section, page 93).

TYPES OF REPORT

Easy Reports:

� DETAILED REPORTS give information about the whole call record. Use this kind of report to look for details of
specific calls.

� DIALLED NUMBER REPORTS are used to summarise information on numbers regularly dialled from your switch.
This may be the most frequently dialled, the costliest, the longest duration, etc.

� DISTRIBUTION REPORTS are used to give you the percentage of calls for a groups, for example, of extensions, that
were Incoming, Internal, Outgoing, etc.

� GROUPING REPORTS are used to give you the percentage of calls for a group, for example, of extensions, that
were Incoming, Internal, Outgoing etc.

� UNUSED ITEM REPORTS. Use this type of report to find out which items, previously logged by LUMBERJACK, have
not been used during the period selected. Particularly useful for tracking faulty lines, or for finding spare
extensions.

Structured Reports:

� TURBO REPORTS are ideal for company reporting. They are similar to Summaries in the information they provide
but the data is accrued in real time, that makes them run faster. This means that any filter requirements have
to be set up in advance of data processing.

Traffic Reports:

� LINE UTILISATION REPORTS allow you to see the activity on your Trunks and calculate the probability of blocking.
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� TRAFFIC SUMMARY REPORTS are designed to be run over a floating period (eg weekly or ten working days) and
give the totals of traffic carried by your exchange lines and private network. The summary calculates the
Erlangs and number of lines needed to meet your grade of service (g.o.s.). This report can be used to
calculate the number of lines needed for increased traffic or changes in the g.o.s.

� TRAFFIC BREAKDOWN REPORTS are designed to be run daily. They show usage and Erlangs throughout the day.

Advanced Reports:

� SUMMARY REPORTS show totalled information. These are used instead of Turbo Reports when specific filtering of
data is required.

RUN A REPORT

RUNNING A DETAILED BASE REPORT

Select Reports>Report Setup.

All the reports that have been set-up on the system are shown in the left hand column. Highlight Detailed All Calls
Base Report; the boxes in the middle show all of the information that has been used to build this report.

This is the title at
the top of the
report.

If your site has
multiple PBXs
you may want to
select just one.

This is the
title that

appears in
the list of
current
report

formats

Choose the time
restriction

Choose the time
frame

Click here to
[RUN] the report

Highlight

Click [RUN] on the right hand side to run the report. The report is displayed on screen using the Report Viewer. It
is possible to use the menu options in the Viewer to reformat the appearance of the report if desired.
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These headings
are set up in

[Report Fields]

Use the tool bar
to zoom, change
pages, change

fonts etc.

This report shows all calls over a week. It is a very basic report. None of the Groups, Filters, or Sub-filters, that are
available with the system, have been used; the headings in this report were also preset, and there was no need to
customise them at this stage. Since this is a base report, in other words, one that can be used as a base to create
further reports, it is protected - note the green P next to the name. (To protect a report click on [Protect] on the
right hand side - see Standard Commands on page 77 of the Reference section.)

If you wish to save any of the reports that follow you will need to [Add] them, rather than [Update] them. This will
keep the original report intact and add a new one. Remember to rename the report.

Remember to change the report descriptionP next to the report denotes that the
report is protected

Protect your report by pressing
[Protect]. (For more detail see
Standard Commands page 77,

Reference section.)

Click [Add] to keep the original
report intact
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SUB-FILTERS

Sub-filters can be used to filter the information extracted by the report.

This is the second
sub-filter - it remains

greyed out until the first
sub-filter has been used

This is the first sub-filter

DETAILED EXTENSION MATCHES REPORT

You may want to find the call records for a specific Extension: we have created a Detailed Extn Match Base Report
(in the Templates folder in Report Setup). Select the Time Frame and time Restrictions you want; if necessary
select PBX you want; you will see that Extension matches has already been selected in the first sub-filter; in the
box below that overtype the Extension number you want to find the call records for. To find more than one
Extension, separate the numbers with a comma (no space).

Don’t forget to change the title of the report before you [RUN] it. If it is likely that you are going to need to run the
report, for the same extension, on a regular basis remember to use [Add] rather than [Update] to keep the original
intact. LUMBERJACK will allow you to have more that one report with the same description - so that you can easily
identify which report you want make sure you change the description. If you forget to change the description before
you click [Add], you can use [Update] after making the change.

Type in the number of
the extension you want
to search for - max 31

characters

Change the Title of the
Report

The sub-filter has
already been selected

Select the Time Frame &
Time Restrictions

Select the PBX if more
than one is being

logged
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DETAILED NO DIALLED BASE REPORT

It is also possible to use sub-filters to search for a particular dialled number. Click on the Detailed No Dialled Base
Report and type in the dialled number you are looking for. Type it in full or just type the area code followed by an
asterisk [*] to look for all calls to that area code.

Type in the number
you want to search

for.

In this case 01442*
means all the calls

where the Dialled No
starts with 01442

* is a wild card.

Sub-filter already
selected

SETTING UP A GROUP

There will be reports that you want to view by department. Your company structure may already have been entered
on the system and these departments will appear in the Group listing. For further information on the company
structure, see System Management page 142. There may be times when you want to create a group in order to
run a report on a group of extensions, trunks, etc.

From Report Setup click on [G] next to the Group Selection box. This will take you straight to the Reports>Group
screen. The Group window appears:

Selected Group
Description

List of Selected
Elements

Elements allowed
in Group

PBX Selection (if
required)List of

Groups
already
created

Type of Group

The list on the left hand side show the Groups already set up in the system

We are going to make a Group of the Extensions in your work group.

1. Highlight Blank Group at the top of the left hand column.

2. Click on the Type Selection box and the drop down menu offers Trunks, Operators, Filters, etc. The default for
this screen is Groups, scroll up to select Extensions.
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3. In the PBX box, select the relevant PBX.

4. A list of all the extensions learnt by LUMBERJACK will appear in the Element box. Highlight those that should
be in your group by clicking on them with the left mouse button, then click on [In], The highlighted extensions
will appear in the Selected Elements box below. You can highlight multiple extensions at one time using the
Windows commands of [Shift] + click to select a consecutive range, or [Ctrl] + click to select a non-consecutive
range.

5. To complete this screen, type in a Description for the Group, using no more than 31 characters. This should
be the name of your department.

As the list of already created groups is sorted alphabetically you may wish to follow the same convention for all
your departments. For example you could put Dept: before the names of your departments so they would be
listed together. You can see that this is what we have done in our example below.

6. Click on [Add].

7. A box will appear asking if you want to Add a Filter for this Group?, Click on [Yes]. (Filters will be explained a
little later in this section.)

The group name will appear at the bottom of the list; when you next go into the Group window the list will have
been sorted into alphabetical order.

Repeat step 1-7 for at least two more of your departments.

8. Click [Exit], this will take you back to the Report Setup screen, and the group you just created will appear in the
Group Selection box.

If you accessed the Group window directly from Reports>Group: to use the Group you just created with a report,
go to Reports>Report Setup and select the group you just created from the Group Selection drop-down list.

Type a name for
your Group

Selected
group

These are the
extensions included

in the group

Choose from the
list of extensions

[RUN] the Detailed All Calls Base Report again, making sure that the group you just created is selected in the
Group Selection box. You will see that a sub-total is given for each extension in the group with a summary at the
end.
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You select the
Group from this
drop down menu

SETTING UP FILTERS

Filters allow you to build complex reports and to look at information in a variety of ways. There are main filters that
are set up in the system using Reports>Filter, these will be explored in more detail in the next sections, or you can
use the sub-filters in the Report Set-up window.

FILTERS OF GROUPS

When setting up the groups above you will have been asked if you want to Add a Filter for this Group?, you should
have answered [Yes].  We are now going to use that filter of the group to run the same report.

1. In Report Set-up, ensure that the Detailed All Calls Base Report is still selected.

2. Set the Group drop-down to No Group

3. From the Filter drop-down list choose the filter for one of the groups you set up above.

The Report Set-up screen should look something like this:

You select the
Filter from this

drop down menu

[RUN] the report again. This time you will see that there are no subtotals after each extension, just a total at the
end.
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Even though we have used a main Filter to filter the group it is still possible to filter the information further by using
the Sub-Filters in Report Set-up. You might want to look at the same report this time looking at Outgoing calls only.
Set the Sub-Filter to Call type is Outgoing, and try running the report again. The Report Set-up will look something
like this:

The report now shows only the Outgoing call that were made by this group.

GROUP SEARCH

If you want to look at all calls made by an extension, or group of extensions, you could create a filter that looks at
Call Type is Outgoing OR Call Type is Internal. The only problem with this is that it would look at all outgoing calls
made by the extensions, and ALL internal calls involving the extensions (made and received).

To get round this you can use [Group Search] - By selecting ONLY Party 1 you will see only calls made by
extension, or group of extensions.

Select [Group
Search]

If you want to see calls that have been received then you need to select every party except Party 1

NOTE: Group Search only works when running a report on a Group, or when using the Extension Matches or
Trunk Matches sub filter.
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GROUP OF GROUPS

Grouping Groups together forms that basis of your company structure. To see this process manually ensure that
you created at least three groups of extensions earlier in this tutorial.

It is now possible to create a Group of Groups.

To create a Group of Groups:

1. Select Reports>Group.

2. Choose Group as the Group Type instead of Extension as we did above. You will see that the groups of
extensions that you created are now listed in the elements allowed in group box.

3. Choose the groups that you created.

4. Rename the group.

5. Click [Add] to add this new group to the list of groups.

Group of
Groups -

sub
groups

indented
blow

[RUN] the report again, this time using the Group of Groups just created.

You will see a sub-total for each extension, a summary at the end of each group, with a further summary at the
end of the report summarising the Group of Groups. If you wish to keep this report set-up then click on [Add].
Remember to rename the report. If you rename it after you clicked [Add], don’t forget to click on [Update] to save
the changes.

CHANGING [REPORT FIELDS]

So far we have been looking at Detailed Reports that were already set up on the system, and we have not
changed any of the headings that appear in the report. Whilst the headings Party 1, Party 1 Alias, Part 2, and Party
2 Alias were useful to us when tracking the call history across the Trunk, Operator and Extension, you may decide
that you want to use just the Extension columns. Party 1, Party 1 Alias, Part 2, and Party 2 Alias fields need to be
taken out and the fields Extn No. And Extn No. Alias need to be added. The fields are changed in [Report Fields]

Select Reports>Report Setup. Ensure that the Detailed All Calls Base Report is selected, then click
[Report Fields]. Highlight Party 1, Party 1 Alias, Part 2, and Party 2 Alias in the List of Fields To Be Displayed box
and click the [Out] button or press [Delete] on your keyboard to remove them from the list. Highlight Extn No. and
Extn No. Alias in the List of Available Fields box and click the [In] button to insert them into the list of fields to be
displayed. They will be inserted at the bottom of the list. (Instead of using the [In] button you can double click on
each field you want to appear in your report - to do this however, you have to select them individually.)
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As new fields are inserted at the bottom of the list you can use the [Up] and [Down] buttons to reorder the fields.
Each field has to be done separately.  Select Extn No. in the List of Fields to be Displayed and use the [Up] button
to position it below Date. Then select Extn No. Alias and move it [Up] until it is below Extn No.

Click [OK]

This is the List of
Fields to be Displayed

in the reportHighlight the items to
be moved or removed

Use the [Up] / [Down]
buttons to position

fields where you want
them in the list

These are the
headings that can be

added

Use the [In] / [Out]
buttons to add /

remove fields from the
List of Fields to be

Displayed

[RUN] the report again to see it with the changed fields.

You can create new [Report Fields] to be used with Detailed Reports.

SETTING UP DETAILED FIELDS

Detailed Fields are used within Detailed Reports. The fields are, effectively, the columns that you select to view in
a report. They refer to the information stored in the database. For example, there are fields for Date, Start Time,
Duration, Extn No., Trunk No., Dialled No., Call Type, Charge Bank, Cost, and so on. These fields make up the
available headings for Detailed Reports. They can be customised as required. (Also see Detailed Fields, page 89
of the Reference section.)

Detailed Field
Justification

Detailed Field
Description

Title for Detailed
Field column

Amount to
Multiply Value

by

Amount to Add
to Value

Allows you to
select which

Fixed Costs to
include - only

applied to
Fixed Cost
Base field

Output Style for
Detailed Field

How to
Display Cost

Base field for
Detailed Field

Select a
Detailed Field

We are going to add a new field that will amend the Cost Field to include VAT.

1. Select Reports>Detailed Fields.

2. From the list on the left select the Cost field. The details will appear in the centre boxes.

3. The Base Field for Detailed Field should be Cost.
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4. In the Output Style select Cost. This tells LUMBERJACK that we are going to make changes to the basic Cost
field.

Now that we have select an Output style, the two boxes below become active. We have the option to:

a. Add a set amount to the Cost.

b. Multiply the Cost + Added Set Amount by an amount

Since we are adding VAT at 17.5% we want to multiply the Cost

5. Leave the Add box set at 0.00, and in the Multiply box type; 1.175.

6. Change the Title to: Cost+VAT and type in a Description: Cost + VAT.

Change the
description

Cost will be
displayed with £

symbol & 2
decimal places

Change the
column title

Fixed amount to
add to the Cost

Amount to
multiply cost

+ fixed
amount by:

1.175 to add
VAT at 17.5%

Click [Add] to
leave the original
Cost field intact

Change the
Output style

to Cost

Click on [Add]. 

At this point, LUMBERJACK will recognise the fields that are an appropriate type for a Summary Field, and you will
be asked if you want to create a Summary Field. Click [Yes]

Try running the Detailed All Calls Base Report again, this time adding the Cost + VAT field to show Cost plus VAT.

Continue in this manner creating the fields you require. As part of your set-up, you may want to change those that
are already on the system, in particular, the column titles. Bear in mind any name conventions that may have been
set up (see System Management, page 143).
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DIALLED NO BASE REPORT

The next report that we are going to look at is a Dialled No Base Report. This report is useful for looking at the
frequently dialled numbers, the longest duration and call of greatest cost .

From Reports>Report Setup highlight the Dialled No Base Report.

Before running this report have a look at how the [Report Fields] have been set up.

Click [OK] to exit from the [Report Fields] window. [RUN] the report and you will see the 50 most dialled numbers.

It is possible to display the information with a Histogram. This is done by setting up a report field to show the
No of Calls + Histogram.

Go back to [Report Fields], from Reports>Report Setup. Scroll down the list of existing fields; if No of Calls + Hist
is not there click on [Add Field] to create a new field - this time it will be a summary field.
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SETTING UP A SUMMARY FIELD

[Report Fields] are broken down into Detailed Fields, used with Detailed Reports; Summary Fields, used with
Summary and Dialled Number reports; and Turbo Field, used with Turbo reports - discussed later in this tutorial.

Clicking [Add Field] from the Dialled No Base Report Set-up will automatically take you into the Summary Fields
Set-up. Alternatively you can select Reports>Summary Fields.

Select Reports>Summary Fields. The window shown below appears. The list on the left shows all the Fields that
have already been created, including the Cost + VAT field created earlier.

Filter only used
with Percentage

Style Output

Summary Field
Description

Select a Filter for
Summary Field

Column Heading

Detailed Field that
the Summary is

based on
Justification

Add a Detailed
Field

Summary created
automatically from

Detailed Field

Style of OutputSelect a
Summary Field

This is a good time to think about naming conventions. When selecting headings from the Report Set-up screen
you could either look for the Total Cost, Average Cost and Maximum Cost headings under C for Cost, or T for
Total or A for Average, M for Maximum etc. Whichever convention you decide, make a point of keeping to it, since
you will eventually have several headings as Costs, Totals, Averages and so on. In this case, we will be thinking
about Costs when looking for the heading, so in this example we will make Cost the dominant word. This is,
however, a matter of personal preference (Cost - Total, Cost - Average, Cost - Maximum etc).

Summary Field - Example

We are going to ask for information to be displayed with a histogram.

1. Ensure that you are in Reports>Summary Fields.

2. The Output Style box, should say Number of Calls.

3. The next box is greyed out.

4. The filter box should be set to No Filter.

5. The justification should be changed to Text Right with Histogram.

6. Change the Field Title to: No of calls + Hist.

7. Change the Description to: No of calls + Hist

8. Click on [Add]. This field will now be added to the list on the left.

9. Click [Exit].

Select Reports>Report Set-up; highlight the Dialled No Base Report and click on [Report Fields]. Select the field
you’ve just created - No of Calls + Hist - and click [In]. If you want to remove the No of Calls field from the list of
fields to be displayed; highlight it and click [Out], then click [Ok].

[RUN] the report again. You will notice that when you have a field with a histogram in your report the columns will
automatically widen to the full width of the page - this cannot be changed.
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We are now going to use the Dialled No Base Report to show the longest duration of calls, instead of the greatest
number of calls, by changing the way in which the information is sorted in the [Report Fields].

Click on [OK] to
return to the Report

Setup

Change the Field to
sort Report on to

Total Duration

Change the Field to Sort Report On to Total Duration and [RUN] the report again. This time the information will
have been sorted by duration. Again this information will benefit from a histogram. Click [Add Field] to [Add] a
report field Duration + Hist in the same way that you added the histogram to the No of Calls field.

Change the [Report Fields] and [RUN] the report again showing the Duration + Hist information.

It is also useful to have this information sorted by Cost. Once again change the Field to Sort Report On in the
[Report Fields]; this time select Total Cost. [RUN] the report again to show the most expensive calls. Again use
[Add Field] to [Add] a report field to show the cost information with a histogram. (For more information about
Summary Fields see page 90 of the Reference section.)
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USING FILTERS TO BUILD REPORTS.

Now that you have run basic system reports it is likely that you will want to build your own reports. You may wish to
try using the following filter examples to build reports. Remember that there is no one correct way of doing things
and that the same results can sometimes be accomplished in a number of ways.

All of the following filters could be used in a Detailed report.

Once you have set up the Filter, create a Detailed report, from Reports>Report Set-up, using the Filter and select
the following [Report Fields]:

Date, Start Time, Party 1, Party 1 Description, Dialled No., Duration and Cost.

Select Reports>Filter, (or from the Reports>Report Setup window select [F]); the Filter window appears:

Filter Elements
selected

Description
for selected

Filter

Filter Details

Element if used

Operand
Filters

created
automatically
when Groups
were created

Type of FilterSelect a
Filter

Filter - Example 1

We are going to create a filter to capture all calls to France, costing more than 0.50p.

There are two ways to do this. Either 

1. create three filters: 

� one for outgoing calls; 

� one for calls to France; and 

� one for call over 0.50p.

Then create a Filter of Filters which contains these three filters. Or 

2. Create one filter that combines all the criteria. 

We are going to do the second option.

We need to create the first element of the filter - outgoing calls.

1. From the List of existing filters, click on Blank Filter at the top. This will clear any entries from the Elements
Selected box and reset the Type list to the top of the list.

2. Click the drop-down arrow on the Type Selection box and from the list that appears select Call Type;

3. The Operand box will show = , leave this as it is;

4. The Element box is only used with PBX and tariff filters and will state Not use with this type;

5. The default for the radio buttons is [� AND] which is correct in this case;

6. Click on the Filter Details drop-down list and select Outgoing;

7. Click [INSERT] and the filter will be added to the box below. If there is anything else in this box that is not
required, highlight it and click [DELETE]. You should not need to do this if you started by selecting Blank Filter.

For the second element of the filter  - calls to France - you need to select the following:
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8. Type Selection: . Area Code;

9. Operand box: . . is country;

10. Element box: . . . Not used with this type.

11. Ensure [� AND] is selected.

12. Filter Details: . . . France

13. Click [INSERT] to add this element to the list below.

For the third element of the filter - calls costing more than 50p - you need to select the following

14. Type Selection: . Cost;

15. Operand box: . . > (greater than);

16. Element box: . . . Not used with this type.

17. Ensure [� AND] is selected.

18. Filter Details: . . . 0.50

19. Click [INSERT] to add this element to the list below.

We have now created all the elements needed for the filter. 

20. Type in the Description of the Filter: Calls to France >50p.

21. Click [Add].

The new Filter will now appear at the bottom of the list on the left. Once you [Exit] from this window, the list will be
sorted into alphabetical order.

These are the
elements being
included in the

filter

Type the Filter
description here

Filter - Example 2

We are going to create a filter to capture all calls made to Manchester and Birmingham

1. Select . . . . . . . . . . Blank Filter this will clear the Elements from the elements being included list.

2. Type Selection . . . Dialled Number

3. Operand . . . . . . . . matches

4. Element box . . . . . Not used with this type

5. Ensure [� AND] is selected

6. Filter Details . . . . . 0161*  The * is a wild card which tells Lumberjack to pick out all calls there the
dialled number begins with 0161 and if followed by anything.

7. Click [INSERT] to add this element to the list below.

To add the second element:

8. Filter Details . . . . . 0121* You can just overtype the 0161*.
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9. Ensure [� OR] is selected By selecting [OR] you are looking for either filter element.

10. Click [INSERT] to add this element to the list below

11. Description . . . . . . Calls to M’chester and B’ham

12. Click [Add]

The new filter will now appear at the bottom of the list on the left.

This filter could be
useful in a Detailed

report. From
Reports>Report
Setup create a

Detailed report using
this filter and select

the relevant
[Report Fields]

Filter - example 3

We are going to create a filter to capture all calls which were carried by BT and either cost more than 75p or lasted
longer than 10 minutes. (If you do not use BT, select another carrier.)

Select Blank Filter to clear the Elements from the elements being included list. Then create the three elements
listed below:

[INSERT][INSERT][INSERT]

00:10:000.75BTFilter Details

[� OR][� AND][� AND]Radio button

Not used with this typeNot used with this typeNot used with this typeElement box

>=<=Operand

durationCostTariffType Selection

Element ThreeElement TwoElement One

Since we have mixed [AND] and [OR] filters we need to use brackets for clarification. The constant in this case is
that all calls must have been carried by BT. We need to insert brackets around the two kinds of BT calls that we
want to see, either the calls that cost more than 75p or the calls that last more than 10 minutes.

Next to the [INSERT] and [DELETE] buttons there are two buttons:

[->] will add brackets around the selected elements;

[<-] will remove the brackets from the selected elements.

Select AND Cost < 0.75 and OR Duration >= 00:10:00.
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Click [->] to insert the brackets. Type a description: BT Calls over 75p and 10 mins. And click [Add].

Use the [->]
button to add the

brackets

Highlight the
elements to be

bracketed

When you have created the filters you want click [Exit].

This filter could be used with Detailed or Summary reports. In Summary reports filters can be applied to a field
effectively filtering a single column rather than the whole report.

(If you went into the Filter window by using the [F] button in the Reports>Report Setup window, when you click
[Exit] you will be taken back to Report Setup and the last filter you added or updated will be selected in the Main
Filter box.)

 NOTE: The left hand column lists the description for the filters already set up in your system. Unless protected
at a higher access level, these filters may be selected and [Update] used. Alternatively, use any filter as
a base for making a new one, by amending the details and use [Add] rather than [Update]. This process
will create a new filter and leave the original intact. (If you are used to WindowsTM commands, think of
[Update] as Save and [Add] as Save As.

FILTERS AS GROUPS

We have already run a report using a Filter of a Group. By using the Filter of the Group we ended up with a listing
of the calls made by the Group without subtotals for each extension. We are now going to look at setting up a
Group of Filters.

Up until now we have imagined our reports to be based around Extensions, Trunks, Operators, or Groups of
Extensions, etc. When using a Group with a report, this creates the structure of the report. The Group Elements
will be listed on the left hand side of the report with a summarised page at the end. But a Group can also be made
up of filters. You may want to gather statistics about Filtered information and, rather than having to run several
reports, each with a different filter, the filters can be gathered together in a Group and run in one report. In the
following example, we want to find out how many times we call our regular suppliers.

1. Create four separate Dialled Number filters for number that you know your company calls regularly, eg your
suppliers. This many be full numbers, such as other offices, or it may be town or country prefixes. Whichever
you choose, create a filter for each of the dialled numbers. Remember the naming conventions here. It will
help if the filters are listed together so that they are easy to find, give them the prefix for example DN: for
Dialled Number or Sup: for your suppliers.
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2. Now go into Reports>Group and create a group of these filters. 

Select the
filters you
have just

created and
click [In].

Type a
description,

and click
[Add], then

[Exit].

this will load
all the

Filters into
the selection

box

Select
Filters as

the type of
Group

3. From Reports>Report Setup create a Summary report using this Group and select the [Report Fields]: Number
of Calls, Duration and Cost. If you use a sub filter for Call type is Outgoing this will speed things up.

4. [RUN] the report.
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TURBO REPORTS

These reports are, effectively Summary Reports, but because of the way they are generated they work much
faster, so much so, that they were affectionately called Turbo Reports, and the name stuck. As the call records are
being processed, LUMBERJACK totals up the data into the various categories that you see listed under Turbo
Fields. To produce a Turbo Report, all LUMBERJACK has to do is add up the totals. Hence it provides much
quicker access to your data.

Turbo Report Example - Call Type Breakdown

In Reports>Report Setup select the Turbo Base Report that has already been set up for you.

Select the Group you want to run the report on.

[Report Fields]
are set up in the

same way as
Detailed fields

(see page 22 of
this section).

A Turbo Report
has to be run on

a Group or Group
of Groups

All filters are
greyed out.

Filters for Turbo
Reports have to

be set up in
advance of the

calls being
made.

Under [Report Fields] the following fields have already been selected. (For more information on Turbo Fields see
page 33 of this section, and page 91 of the Reference section.)

Click [OK]

1. Give the report a Title: Call Type Breakdown.

2. [RUN] the report in the usual way.

It is very easy to add a chart with this kind of report. This is set out in detail in the Reference section - Pie Chart,
page 105 or Bar Chart, page 107.
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TURBO FIELDS

1. Click on Reports>Turbo Fields. The above window appears. You will notice that it is similar in format to the
Detailed Fields window. The list on the left shows all the Fields that have already been created.

The List is sorted in alphabetical order, so bear this in mind when creating a new field. It is best to keep the listing
in some form that will make it easy for you to find the field you want, eg all the field relevant to Local calls might
have a description beginning with Local in order to keep them together in the list. In the same way, you may prefer
to keep all the Cost fields together, or all the Percentage fields together etc. Choose a structure that suits you. It is
possible to have duplicate Fields with different names. For example, you might have a Field calls Local Cost and
another called Cost of Local Calls, or even £Local. These Fields are identical in their set-up, only the description is
different.

Any additions or updates are handled in the same way as Detailed Fields. The options in the Type box are rather
different since they reflect the data collated each day. They can be manipulated to multiply by a percentage or add
an amount to the cost or duration in the same way as Detailed Fields.

Most of the options here speak for themselves since they refer to Totals, Maximums (Peaks), and Averages. One
or two need an explanation:

THE PERCENTAGE FIELDS: The default is for the percentage of, say, Local Calls, to be calculated against the total
number of all calls (incoming, outgoing, internal, and trunk to trunk). To change this so
that Local Calls are shown as a percentage of Outgoing calls only, click on the Percent
button, highlight Outgoing,

then rename the column title to % Local Outgoing.

FILTER: There are two types of Fields referring to Filters: No. of, and Percentage. These refer to
the Turbo Filters that are specific to Turbo reports, they are not the same as the filters
used with Detailed and Summary reports. (See below).
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TURBO FILTERS

If you find that the options available under Turbo Fields do not meet all your requirements, use the filters to collate
further information. You cannot use the ordinary Filter options with Turbo Reports. Filtering for Turbo Reports has
to be set up in advance so that this information may be collated.

They are set-up under Reports>Turbo Filter>[Restrictions]. The principle is the same as for setting up the Real
Time Filters except that they are only AND filters. (See page 79 of the Reference section.) 

Once the Filters have been created they will automatically be applied to certain base fields that can be used to
create Turbo Fields. For the above Turbo Filter example, O/G Local >=10mins, the base fields are Number of calls
O/G Local >=10mins and Percentage of calls O/G Local >=10mins.
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LINE UTILISATION REPORT

The Line Utilisation report provides information on traffic flows and blocking probability (grade of service). The
report provides information about the number of calls taking place in a given interval, the total duration, the Erlangs
and the number of trunks used. For further information about Erlangs see page 11. This report can be set-up for a
specific time interval and can be created for an individual day, a period of days or to show an average over a
floating period.

From Reports>Reports Setup, select the Line Utilisation Base Report

Filter the
information by

selecting
Outgoing and
Trunk to Trunk

calls

The 
[Report Fields]
are preset with

this report.

Select the group
of trunks

Set the Interval to
half hourly

Highlight the days you
want to include in the

report

Choose whether you want 
Full daily detail;
Average and peaks only;
No summary, full detail;
No summary, ave and
peaks;
or
Summary only

[RUN] the report
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TRAFFIC SUMMARY REPORT

This report is used to estimate how many lines are needed to handle traffic with a user specified grade of service.
It works out how many calls are handled per hourly slot for each minute of the day. It will show you the true
Busyhour for each day, the number of calls handled during that hour, the average duration, the Erlangs and finally
the number of lines required.

From Reports>Reports Set-up, select the Traffic Summary Base Report

Select the Trunk
Group

Select the interval

Select the days to
be summarised

Predict how many lines
would be needed if traffic

grew by a percentage

In this example Saturday
and Sunday are NOT

highlighted

Busyhour can be:
Full day busyhour
AM and PM busyhour
or
AM, PM and Full
busyhour

Type in Grade of Service.
50 means losing 1 in 50

calls

If you company works Monday – Friday, then do not select Saturday and Sunday as this will change the overall
average.

The Traffic Breakdown Report works in the same way but is designed as a daily report and provides a histogram of
the Erlangs for each interval
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UNUSED ITEMS REPORT

This report is very useful to keep a check on unused extensions and trunks, saving you money on leasing lines,
which are never used, or removing valuable extensions that could be used elsewhere.

From Reports>Reports Set-up, select the Unused Items Base Report

Select the period that
you want to check

Then select [Report Fields]

Select the element that
you want to check.
Extension
Trunk
Operator
Agent
or
All Parties

Click [OK] and [RUN] the report.
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